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Freestream preservationA new technique for a ﬁnite-difference weighted essentially nonoscillatory scheme (WENO) on curvilin-
ear grids to preserve freestream is introduced. This technique ﬁrst divides the standard ﬁnite-difference
WENO into two parts: (1) a consistent central difference part and (2) a numerical dissipation part. For the
consistent central difference part, the conservative metric technique is directly adopted. For the numer-
ical dissipation part, it is proposed that the metric term should be frozen for constructing the upwinding
ﬂux. This treatment only affects the numerical dissipation part, and the order of accuracy is maintained.
With this technique, the freestream is perfectly preserved, and the ﬂow ﬁelds are better resolved on wavy
and random grids.
 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is anopenaccess article under the CCBY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction
Direct numerical simulations and large eddy simulations have
recently become essential tools for understanding unsteady ﬂow
phenomena. A problem with these simulations is that they are
computationally very expensive because they require a very ﬁne
computational grid to maintain the spatial accuracy of their
results. One possible solution is to use high-order schemes with
fewer grid points. A high-order scheme has higher resolution than
a low-order scheme, and it can save on computational time by a
factor of 100 in three-dimensional problems. Moreover, according
to Shu [29], when a high-order scheme is implemented in a multi-
dimensional problem, ﬁnite-difference schemes cost one-tenth as
much as ﬁnite- element or volume methods. This is because the
ﬁnite-difference scheme can be constructed using a dimension-
by-dimension procedure while ﬁnite- element or volume methods
require multidimensional reconstruction procedures.
Therefore, various high-order ﬁnite-difference schemes have
been proposed. Examples include the compact difference scheme
proposed by Lele [21] and applied to the generalized coordinate
system by Visbal and Gaitonde [34], the ﬁnite-difference version
of the weighted essentially nonoscillatory scheme (WENO)
proposed by Jiang and Shu [17], and the weighted compact
nonlinear scheme (WCNS) proposed by Deng and Zhang [11]. HereWENO and WCNS have been developed to solve ﬂow ﬁelds that
include discontinuities, such as shock waves, without numerical
oscillations.
When ﬁnite-difference schemes are applied to curvilinear coor-
dinate systems, which are often used for practical simulations, the
surface closure law (SCL) identity [36] which is one of the geomet-
ric conservation law (GCL) identity is important. If the SCL identity
is not satisﬁed, errors are generated from the freestream on curvi-
linear grids. This type of error hides very small oscillations, such as
turbulent ﬂow structures or aeroacoustic waves, and sometimes
makes the simulation unstable. With regard to SCL, there are a
couple of techniques for low-order schemes, such as the averaging
and differencing technique by Pulliam and Stegar [27], the
conservative metric technique by Thomas and Lombard [31], and
the ﬁnite-volume evaluation by Vinokur [32]. Among these
techniques, the conservative metric technique can be adopted for
high-order central difference schemes, as demonstrated by Visbal
and Gaitonde [34]. This conservative metric was extended to the
symmetric conservative metric by Vinokur and Yee [33]. It is also
extended to the time metrics for the volume conservation law
(VCL) which is another law in GCL [1]. Using linear high-order
ﬁnite-difference schemes, the discretization of the symmetric con-
servative forms of the spatial and temporal metrics are interpreted
to be a linear combination of the cell surface areas and volumes
around the computational node, respectively, by Deng et al. [10]
and Abe et al. [2].
With regard to SCL in weighted high-order schemes, Cai and
Ladeinde [7] and Nonomura et al. [24,25] demonstrated that the
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isfy the SCL identity with direct implementation into a body-ﬁtted
coordinate system even by using the conservative metric tech-
nique. On the other hand, WCNS, a variant of WENO, can preserve
the freestream by independent interpolations of ﬂow variables and
metrics, that can be adopted owing to the unique deﬁnition of the
numerical ﬂux, as discussed in Ref. [25]. The fact that WCNS can
preserve the freesream was later conﬁrmed by Deng et al. [9]
The similar idea was also proposed as the point ﬂux WENO (PFW-
ENO) scheme [20]. More recently, Jiang et al. [19,18] proposed an
alternative ﬁnite-difference form of WENO (AWENO) for free-
stream preservation, where alternative form for essentially nonos-
cillatory scheme was ﬁrst proposed by Shu and Osher [30]. The
idea of cancellation of error in these forms is essentially the same
as that in WCNS: it adopts the independent interpolation of ﬂow
variables and metrics. Actually, the present authors [3] shows that
the AWENO scheme is analytically equivalent to a variant of
WCNS: a special case of a hybrid weighted compact nonlinear
scheme [9]. One solution for satisfying the SCL in weighted
schemes is the use of WCNS, PFWENO or AWENO scheme, which
are not standard forms of the ﬁnite-difference WENO scheme.
However, the standard WENO scheme has often been modiﬁed
and there are many special versions. Therefore, an extension of
the standard WENO scheme to satisfy SCL also appears to be worth
considered.
In this study, a technique is proposed for a ﬁnite-difference
WENO scheme to preserve the freestream on stationary curvilinear
grids. This technique ﬁrst divides the ﬁnite-difference WENO
scheme into the consistent central differencing part and the
numerical dissipation part. Then, the appropriate treatment is
adopted for each part.
The detailed comparison between the present WENO scheme
and WCNS, PFWENO or AWENO scheme (previous technique) is
not conducted because the resolution of those schemes even
on the Cartesian grid differs and careful discussion seems to be
required. The difference in resolution of the standard WENO
scheme and WCNS, PFWENO, or AWENO schemes will be
reported in Ref. [4]. However, the limited comparison of the
present WENO scheme and WCNS (the previous technique) in
terms of resolution and efﬁciency on a wavy grid is conducted
as fairly as possible in the current state. This is described in
Appendix B. It should be noted that the freestream preservation
for the standard WENO scheme is demonstrated in this paper for
the ﬁrst time.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 illustrates the pro-
cedure of the original WENO scheme and the WENO scheme with
the technique for satisfying the SCL identities. Section 3 describes
the test cases of freestream, vortex, and shock ﬂows and ﬂow
around a delta wing. Moreover, this section describes the capabil-
ity and validity of this technique. Finally, Section 4 concludes the
present paper.2. Formulation of WENO on a curvilinear coordinate system and
a technique for freestream preservation
In this section, the WENO formulation for the Euler equation on
a curvilinear coordinate system is introduced.2.1. Euler equation on curvilinear coordinate system
The Euler equation in Cartesian coordinates is given as follows:
@Q
@t
þ @E
@x
þ @F
@y
þ @G
@z
¼ 0; ð1Þ
whereQ ¼ q qu qv qw qeð ÞT ;
E ¼ qu qu2 þ p quv quw uðqeþ pÞ T ;
F ¼ qv quv qv2 þ p qvw vðqeþ pÞ T ;
G ¼ qw quw qvw qw2 þ p wðqeþ pÞ T :
ð2Þ
Here q is the density; u;v , and w are the x-, y-, and z-direction
velocity components, respectively; e is the total energy per unit
mass; and p is the pressure. Here the state of equation for ideal
gas is used in this study:
qe ¼ p
c 1þ
1
2
q u2 þ v2 þw2 : ð3Þ
The three-dimensional Euler equations in the generalized coor-
dinate system are expressed as
@ eQ
@t
þ @
eE
@n
þ @
eF
@g
þ @
eG
@f
¼ 0; ð4Þ
where
eQ ¼ Q
J
;
eE ¼ 1
J
nxEþ nyF þ nzG
 
;
eF ¼ 1
J
gxEþ gyF þ gzG
 
;
eG ¼ 1
J
fxEþ fyF þ fzG
 
:
ð5Þ
The standard forms of the Jacobian J and the metrics nx; ny; . . .
are expressed as follows:
J1 ¼ xnðygzf  yfzgÞ þ xgðyfzn  ynzfÞ þ xfðynzg  ygznÞ;
nx
J
¼ ygzf  yfzg
 
;
ny
J
¼ zgxf  zfxg
 
;
nz
J
¼ xgyf  xfyg
 
;
gx
J
¼ yfzn  ynzf
 
;
gy
J
¼ zfxn  znxfð Þ;
gz
J
¼ xfyn  xnyf
 
;
fx
J
¼ ynzg  ygzn
 
;
fy
J
¼ znxg  zgxn
 
;
fz
J
¼ xnyg  xgyn
 
:
ð6Þ
In this study, the following symmetric conservative form [33] of
the metrics is used instead of the above formulation.
J1 ¼ 1
3
nx
J
xþ ny
J
yþ nz
J
z
 
n
þ gx
J
xþ gy
J
yþ gz
J
z
 
g
(
þ fx
J
xþ fy
J
yþ fz
J
z
 
f
)
ð7Þ
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J
¼ 1
2
ygz zgy
 
f
 yfz zfy
 
g
 	
;
ny
J
¼ 1
2
zgx xgz
 
f
 zfx xfzð Þg
n o
;
nz
J
¼ 1
2
xgy ygx
 
f
 xfy yfx
 
g
 	
;
gx
J
¼ 1
2
yfz zfy
 
n
 ynz zny
 
f
n o
;
gy
J
¼ 1
2
zfx xfzð Þn  znx xnzð Þf
n o
;
gz
J
¼ 1
2
xfy yfx
 
n
 xny ynx
 
f
n o
;
fx
J
¼ 1
2
ynz zny
 
g  ygz zgy
 
n
 	
;
fy
J
¼ 1
2
znx xnzð Þg  zgx xgz
 
n
n o
;
fz
J
¼ 1
2
xny ynx
 
g  xgy  ygx
 
n
 	
:
ð8Þ
The two forms of the metrics above are analytically equivalent,
but not numerically. Visbal and Gaitonde [34] reported that the lin-
ear difference scheme, which is applied to the generalized coordi-
nate system, can preserve the freestream condition if the metric
terms in the conservative form and convection terms are evaluated
by the unique schemes in each direction. In this study, this tech-
nique is referred to as the conservative metric technique. Readers
should refer to the previous articles for the detailed conditions
and mathematical proof on this conservative metric technique
[1,2,9,10,34].
2.2. WENO scheme for Euler equation on the curvilinear coordinate
system
The direct extension of ﬁfth-order (r ¼ 3) WENO with Lax split-
ting in a curvilinear coordinate system is explained. First, ﬂuxes are
transformed into characteristic forms as follows:
~Eþk:m ¼
1
2
lm
nx;kEk þ ny;kFk þ nz;kGk  kmQk
Jk
 
ðk ¼ j 2; j 1; j; jþ 1; jþ 2Þ;
where eE k:m denotes the mth characteristic ﬂux, and lm denotes the
mth left eigenvector of the Roe matrix [28] based on the ðjÞ and
ðjþ 1Þth grid points. Here eEk denotes the upwinding ﬂux using
Lax splitting, and km is deﬁned as follows.
km ¼ jmax jkj2:mj; jkj1:mj . . . ; jkjþ2:mj; jkROE:mj
 
; ð10Þ
where km is the eigenvalue of themth characteristic waves on the kth
grid point, kROE;m is that computed by the Roe average [28] of the
quantities on the ðjÞ and ðjþ 1Þth grid points, and j is a constant
which is set to be 1.1 in this study. In this study, this low-dissipative
Lax splitting is basically adopted in the same way as the study
conducted by Balsara and Shu [6]. For a severe shock problem, km
should be replaced by rk ¼ maxðk1; k2; . . . ; k5Þ for preventing the
carbuncle phenomenon. This highly dissipative Lax splitting is only
used for the double Mach reﬂection problem, as discussed later.
Then, the characteristic form of the WENO numerical ﬂuxeEþjþ1=2:m is constructed as follows:eEWENOþjþ1=2:m ¼ w1meEWENOþ1jþ1=2:m þw2meEWENOþ2jþ1=2:m þw3meEWENOþ3jþ1=2:m ; ð11Þ
whereeEWENOþ1jþ1=2:m ¼ 13 eEþj2:m  76 eEþj1:m þ 116 eEþj:m;eEWENOþ2jþ1=2:m ¼ 16 eEþj1:m þ 56 eEþj:m þ 13 eEþjþ1:m;eEWENOþ3jþ1=2:m ¼ 13 eEþj:m þ 56 eEþjþ1:m  16 eEþjþ2:m;
ð12Þ
and w1m;w
2
m, and w
3
m are nonlinear weights. These nonlinear weights
are determined as follows:
wþkm ¼
aþkm
aþ1m þ aþ2m þ aþ3m
ðk ¼ 1;2;3Þ; ð13Þ
where
aþkm ¼
Cþk
ðISþkm þ Þ
p ðk ¼ 1;2;3Þ; ð14Þ
and
Cþ1 ¼ 1
10
;Cþ2 ¼ 6
10
;Cþ3 ¼ 3
10
;
ISþ1m ¼
1
4
eEþj2:m  4eEþj1:m þ 3eEþj:m 2 þ 1312 eEþj2:m  2eEþj1:m þ eEþj:m 2;
ISþ2m ¼
1
4
eEþj1:m þ eEþjþ1:m 2 þ 1312 eEþj1:m  2eEþj:m þ eEþjþ1:m 2;
ISþ3m ¼
1
4
3eEþj:m þ 4eEþjþ1:m  eEþjþ2:m 2 þ 1312 eEþj:m  2eEþjþ1:m þ eEþjþ2:m 2:
ð15Þ
Here  ¼ 106  fðnx=JÞ2jþ1=2 þ ðny=JÞ2jþ1=2 þ ðnz=JÞ2jþ1=2g is a small
number added to prevent division by zero, and p is set to be 2 in this
study, where ðnx=JÞjþ1=2 ¼ 1=2fðnx=JÞj þ ðnx=JÞjþ1g. The deﬁnition of 
is modiﬁed as the scheme recovers to the original form when the
Cartesian equally-spaced grid is adopted.
Finally, the characteristic form of the WENO numerical ﬂux is
transformed into its conservative form as follows:eEWENOþjþ1=2 ¼X
m
eEþjþ1=2:mrm; ð16Þ
where rm denotes themth right eigenvector of the Roe matrix based
on the j and jþ 1th grid points. Similarly, we can get EWENOjþ1=2 , and the
WENO numerical ﬂux is constructed as follows:
eEWENOjþ1=2 ¼ eEWENOþjþ1=2 þ eEWENOjþ1=2 : ð17Þ
Finally, the approximation of the derivative is obtained as
follows:
@eE
@n
¼ 1
Dn
eEWENOjþ1=2  eEWENOj1=2 : ð18Þ
In this procedure, we should use the upwinding ﬂux with
varying metrics and the Jacobian for a formal order of accuracy.
The use of upwinding ﬂux prevents us from using recent conserva-
tive metrics techniques because freestream preservation using
conservative metrics requires the use of the unique scheme for
the convection terms and the metrics terms in each direction,
and it is difﬁcult to use upwinding schemes for the evaluation of
the metrics. In addition, as indicated by Nonomura et al. [25], the
weights are not ideal because of oscillating metric quantities when
the freestream is imposed. The technique proposed in this study
resolves these problems.
2.3. A technique on WENO for freestream preservation
We divide the WENO ﬂux into the consistent and numerical
dissipation parts, as in Jiang [16]. TheWENOﬂux can be rewritten as
1 This implementation is different form the one used in Ref. [25]. The deﬁnition of 
T. Nonomura et al. / Computers & Fluids 107 (2015) 242–255 245eEWENOjþ1=2:m ¼ 160 eEj2  8eEj1 þ 37eEj þ 37eEjþ1  8eEjþ2 þ eEjþ3 |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
consistent part

X
m
rm
60
ð20wþ;1m  1ÞeE 000þ;1j:m  ð10 wþ1m þwþ2m Þ  5 eE000þ;2j:m þ eE000þ;3j:mn o|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
dissipation part by positive upwinding flux
þ
X
m
rm
60
ð20w;1m  1ÞeE 000;1j:m  ð10 w;1m þw;2m Þ  5 eE000;2j:m þ eE000;3j:mn o|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
dissipation part by negative upwinding flux
;
ð19Þ
whereeE 000þ;1j:m ¼ eEþjþ1:m  3eEþj:m þ 3eEþj1:m  eEþj2:meE 000þ;2j:m ¼ eEþjþ2:m  3eEþjþ1:m þ 3eEþj:m  eEþj1:meE 000þ;3j:m ¼ eEþjþ3:m  3eEþjþ2:m þ 3eEþjþ1:m  eEþj:meE 000;1j:m ¼ eEjþ3:m  3eEjþ2:m þ 3eEjþ1:m  eEj:meE 000;2j:m ¼ eEjþ2:m  3eEjþ1:m þ 3eEj:m  eEj1:meE 000;3j:m ¼ eEjþ1:m  3eEj:m þ 3eEj1:m  eEj2:m:
ð20Þ
First, the consistent part is discussed. For this part, we can use
the conservative metric technique because it is in the form of a
central difference scheme. The error caused by the metric identity
is no longer generated if the conservative metric quantity is evalu-
ated by the unique scheme for each direction [2], as shown below.
xjþ1=2 ¼ 160 xj2  8xj1 þ 37xj þ 37xjþ1  8xjþ2 þ xjþ3
  ð21Þ
@x
@n
 
j
¼ 1
Dn
xjþ1=2  xj1=2
 
: ð22Þ
Next, we focus on the numerical dissipation terms. If the free-
stream is imposed in these terms, these dissipation terms are not
zero because Eq. (20) are not zero owing to the metric terms.
Therefore, we propose a form as discussed below.
The Taylor expansion of the numerical dissipation term with
ideal weights is as follows:X
m
rm
60
ð20wþ;1m  1ÞeE 000þ;1j:m  10ðwþ1m þwþ2m Þ þ 5 eE 000þ;2j:m þ eE000þ;3j:mn o|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
dissipation part by positive upwinding flux
¼ Rmrm @
5eEþm
@n5
Dn5 þ OðDn5Þ:
ð23Þ
Interestingly, the numerical dissipation term has only high-
order derivatives and purely works as numerical dissipation.
Therefore, the upwinding ﬂux in the numerical dissipation part
can be modiﬁed under the following two conditions: (1) upwind-
ing ﬂux should be smooth in the region where the ﬂow variables
are smooth and (2) it works as the appropriate numerical dissipa-
tion for various ﬂow ﬁelds, including shock waves. We can choose
upwinding ﬂux so that the numerical dissipation terms disappear
when the freestream is imposed, maintaining the two conditions
mentioned above. In this study, we introduce a slight change in
metric term treatment for the upwinding ﬂux as follows:
eEmodk;m ¼ 12 lm nxJ
 
jþ1=2
Ek þ
ny
J
 
jþ1=2
Fk þ nzJ
 
jþ1=2
Gk  km QkJjþ1=2
 !( )
;
ð24Þ
where
nx
J
 
jþ1=2
¼ 1
2
nx
J
 
j
þ nx
J
 
jþ1
( )
: ð25ÞIn the equations above, the metric terms are frozen only for the
upwinding ﬂux. This technique leads to zero dissipation when the
freestream is imposed, and the freestream seems to be preserved.
It should be noted that this zero dissipation is also achieved for
the original WENO scheme with the Cartesian grid. This numerical
ﬂux seems to be smooth if the ﬂow ﬁeld is smooth, and the formal
order of accuracy is expected to be maintained. Also, this formula-
tion recovers the original WENO scheme when the Cartesian grid is
used. Additionally, the numerical stability does not seem to change
much. To validate these expectations, numerical tests are demon-
strated in the next section. The extension of this technique to other
ﬂux-splitting methods is trivial. This idea can also be applied to the
recent high-resolution WENO schemes. In this study, this tech-
nique is applied to the state-of-the-art WENO scheme developed
by Hu et al. (which is a sixth-order central-and-upwinding-hybrid
WENO scheme (WENOCU)) [14], and the effectiveness and gener-
ality of the technique for recent high-resolution WENO schemes
are discussed.
2.4. Implementations tested in this paper and other computational
settings
The effectiveness of the present technique is discussed by
examining ﬁve implementations of WENO, as listed in Table 1.
The ﬁrst implementation, ‘‘WENO,’’ is the standard WENO
scheme.1 The second implementation, ‘‘WENO-CENTFP,’’ is the
WENO scheme with the present technique only for the consistent
part, and the third implementation,‘‘WENO-DISPFP,’’ is WENO with
the present technique only for the dissipation part. The fourth one,‘‘-
WENO-FP,’’ is WENO with the present technique for both consistent
and dissipation parts, and the last implementation, ‘‘WENOCU-FP,’’ is
the WENO scheme provided by Hu et al. [14] with the present tech-
nique for both consistent and dissipation parts. The detailed proce-
dure for WENOCU-FP is presented in Appendix A. The two
implementations, WENO-CENTFP and WENO-DISPFP, are computed
to isolate the effects of the two different error sources. The elimina-
tion of errors by this technique is mainly discussed in the next sec-
tion. The applicability of this technique to WENOCU will be
discussed together. For the numerical tests in the next sections, a
third-order total variation diminishing Runge–Kutta scheme [13] is
used for time integration.
3. Numerical tests on curvilinear grids
In this section, we discuss the results of the numerical tests of
freestream, vortex, and shock ﬂows and ﬂow around a delta wing.
3.1. Freestream
The wavy grid for the freestream preservation test, shown in
Fig. 1, is expressed as follows:
xj;k;l ¼ xmin þ Dx0 ðj 1Þ þ Ax sinnxypðk 1ÞDy0Ly sin
nxzpðl 1ÞDz0
Lz
 
;
yj;k;l ¼ ymin þ Dy0 ðk 1Þ þ Ay sin
nyzpðl 1ÞDz0
Lz
sin
nyxpðj 1ÞDx0
Lx
 
;
zj;k;l ¼ zmin þ Dz0 ðl 1Þ þ Az sinnzxpðj 1ÞDx0Lx sin
nzypðk 1ÞDy0
Ly
 
;
ð26Þ
whereand the ﬂux splitting method are different each other.
Fig. 1. A wavy grid for the freestream preservation test.
Table 2
L2 errors of v and w components in the freestream preservation test on a wavy grid.
v-Component w-Component
WENO 8:52 103 8:33 103
WENO-CENTFP 1:03 102 1:02 102
WENO-DISPFP 2:13 103 2:13 103
WENO-FP 1:48 1016 1:48 1016
WENOCU-FP 1:42 1015 1:25 1015
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k ¼ 1;2; . . . ; kmax;
l ¼ 1;2; . . . ; lmax;
Dx0 ¼ Lxjmax  1
;
Dy0 ¼
Ly
kmax  1 ;
Dz0 ¼ Lzlmax  1 ;
xmin ¼  Lx2 ;
ymin ¼ 
Ly
2
;
zmin ¼  Lz2 :
ð27Þ
The wavy grid parameters used in this test are
jmax ¼ kmax ¼ lmax ¼ 21, Lx ¼ Ly ¼ Lz ¼ 4, Ax ¼ Ay ¼ Az ¼ 1, and
nxy ¼ nxz ¼    ¼ 4. The speciﬁc heat ratio of the ﬂuid in the test
cases is set to c ¼ 1:4, and the ﬂuid is nondimensionalized by
the density and the speed of sound for the freestream condition.
In this test, an x-direction freestream of Mach number 0.5 is
imposed. Thus, the y-direction velocity v and z-direction velocity
w are expected to remain machine zero. The boundary conditions
are set to the same values as those in the initial condition. The
time step Dt is set to 0.1. In this test, double-precision real vari-
ables (64 bit) are used in the computational program (see
Table 1).
Flow ﬁelds are examined after 100 steps. Table 2 shows the L2
errors of v and w. The results shown in the table demonstrate that
both WENO-FP and WENOCU-FP have errors less than 1014, close
to machine zero for double-precision computation. This shows that
the technique introduced in this paper works well. On the otherTable 1
Summary of the implementations tested in this paper.
Nonlinear
weights
Conservative metrics
for the consistent
part
Frozen metrics for
the dissipation
part
WENO WENO [17] No No
WENO-CENTFP WENO [17] Yes No
WENO-DISPFP WENO [17] No Yes
WENO-FP WENO [17] Yes Yes
WENOCU-FP WENOCU
[14]
Yes Yeshand, the results for WENO show a very large error. This demon-
strates that the original WENO scheme does not satisfy the SCL
identities on curvilinear grids, as discussed by Nonomura et al.
[25].
The errors caused by the consistent and dissipation parts are
isolated next. Only the error of the consistent part appears in
WENO-DISPFP, and only the error of the dissipation part appears
in WENO-CENTFP. Neither implementation preserves the free-
stream, though the error of WENO-CENTFP is greater than that of
WENO-DISPFP. This shows that the error caused by the dissipation
part is more signiﬁcant in the original WENO scheme than that by
the consistent part. It implies that special attention should be given
to the dissipation part of the WENO scheme when a curvilinear
grid is adopted.
Finally, the results of WENOCU-FP show that this implementa-
tion can also preserve the freestream. This illustrates that the tech-
nique proposed in this paper is also applicable to the WENOCU
scheme proposed by Hu et al. and other WENO implementations.
3.2. Moving vortex
Here two-dimensional moving vortex problems on wavy and
randomized grids are computed, and the results are discussed.
The speciﬁc heat ratio of the ﬂuid in the test cases is set as
c ¼ 1:4, and the ﬂuid is nondimensionalized by the density and
the speed of sound for the freestream condition as in the free-
stream preservation test. An isentropic vortex centered at
ðxc; ycÞ ¼ ð0;0Þ is created in the Mach 0.5 freestream as the initial
condition. The velocity, temperature, and entropy ﬂuctuations of
the isentropic vortex are expressed as follows:
du; dvð Þ ¼ eseað1s2Þðsin h; cos hÞ;
dT ¼ ðc 1Þe
2
4ac
e2að1s
2Þ;
dS ¼ 0;
ð28Þ
where s ¼ r=rc and r ¼ ðx xcÞ2 þ ðy ycÞ2
h i1=2
. Here rc ¼ 1:0
denotes the vortex core length, a ¼ 0:204 denotes the parameter
of the length scale of vortex decay, and e ¼ 0:02 denotes the vortex
strength. T ¼ p=q is the temperature, and S ¼ p=qc is the entropy.
The boundary conditions for the n- and g-directions are set to be
periodic. The computation is performed until time t ¼ 40, at which
point the vortex moves back to the original position of the initial
condition in the grid system deﬁned later. The exact solution of this
problem preserves the vortex strength.
The vortex ﬂow on wavy grids is tested. A two-dimensional
wavy grid is formulated as follows:
xj;k ¼ xmin þ Dx0 ðj 1Þ þ Ax sinnxypðk 1ÞDy0Ly
 
;
yj;k ¼ ymin þ Dy0 ðk 1Þ þ Ay sin
nyxpðj 1ÞDx0
Lx
 
;
ð29Þ
where
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Fig. 3. Swirl velocity of the moving vortex solved on the wavy grid.
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k ¼ 1;2;    ; kmax;
Dx0 ¼ Lxjmax  1
;
Dy0 ¼
Ly
kmax  1 ;
xmin ¼  Lx2 ;
ymin ¼ 
Ly
2
:
ð30Þ
The parameters for the wavy grid are Lx ¼ Ly ¼ 20, Ax=Dx0 ¼ 0:6,
Ay=Dy0 ¼ 0:6, and nxy ¼ nyx ¼ 4. These parameters generate severe
wavy grids. Three different grids, 21 21;41 41, and 81 81,
are used. Here Dt are set to be 0.25, 0.0625, and 0.0015625 for
the 21 21, 41 41, and 81 81 grids, respectively. These time
steps are carefully selected so as to ignore the error in third-order
time integration, as discussed later regarding the order of spatial
accuracy.
The results on the coarsest grid are used to discuss the general
characteristics of the implementations as follows. Figs. 2 and 3
show the contours of the vorticities and swirl velocities for the
coarsest grid at t ¼ 40 for the ﬁve implementations of WENO.
These ﬁgures demonstrate that WENO-FP can resolve the vortex,
whereas WENO cannot because of signiﬁcant errors from the grid.-10
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Fig. 2. Vorticity magnitude distributions of the results of the two-dimensional
moving vortex problem on the coarsest wavy grid. Here 21 contours from 0.0 to
0.005 are shown.This illustrates that the technique works well for vortex problems
on the wavy grids.
Next, the errors caused in the consistent and dissipation parts
are isolated. Figs. 2 and 3 show that the WENO-DISPFP scheme,
which only includes the error in the consistent part, can resolve
the vortex better, whereas WENO-CENTFP, which only includes
the error in dissipation part, yields a result similar to the poor
result of WENO. This again shows that the error in the dissipation
part is signiﬁcant and should be more carefully considered than
that in the consistent part.
The results of the WENOCU-FP scheme show that it can resolve
the vortex without signiﬁcant errors in wavy grids, and the resolu-
tion of the vortex is much improved compared with that of WENO-
FP. This shows that the technique developed here can be used in
the WENOCU scheme without the loss of its high resolution.
Finally, we examine the grid convergence rate for all the imple-
mentations. Fig. 4 shows the L2 error of v component for various10-7
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Fig. 4. Errors of the moving vortex problem with a different grid density.
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Fig. 5. Vorticity magnitude distributions of the results of the two-dimensional
moving vortex problem on a randomized grid. Here, 21 contours from 0.0 to 0.005
are shown.
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size are plotted as the reference. The grid convergence rates are
shown in Table 3. In Table 4, grid convergence rates for uniform
grid are shown as the reference. These tables show that results
with the wavy grid have larger error than with the uniform grid,
and the grid convergence rate becomes slightly smaller with a
wavy grid than with a uniform grid if we use appropriate formula-
tion (This is inversed for inappropriate formulation (e.g. WENO) on
a coarser grid). The latter implies that the formal order of accuracy
is slightly degraded by the curvilinear grid even with the technique
proposed in this paper.
Next, the vortex preserving property on randomized grids is
examined. Uniform grids constructed for the region 10 < x < 10
and 10 < y < 10 with 21 21 grid points are randomized with
20% magnitude grid spacing in a random direction. Here Dt is set
to 0.25. Fig. 5(a) shows the computational grid and vorticity mag-
nitude distribution for the initial condition corresponding to the
exact solution at t ¼ 40. This problem is severer than the previous
wavy grid problem.
The corresponding results are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The
results for WENO, WENO-CENTFP, and WENO-DISPFP have large
numerical errors. This indicates that errors both from the consis-
tent part and the dissipation part are signiﬁcant, whereas the
results of WENO-DISPFP have relatively small errors compared
with those of WENO-CENTFP (see Table 5). The trend that the error
in the dissipation part is more signiﬁcant does not change. On the
other hand, the results of WENO-FP and WENOCU-FP show that
the vortices are well captured by these two implementations. This
illustrates that eliminating both errors in the consistent and in the
dissipation parts is important when a grid with severe distortion is
adopted. The vortex is better captured by WENOCU-FP than by
WENO-FP, and this example again shows that the superiority of
WENOCU to WENO in resolution does not change even with the
technique proposed in this study.
3.3. Supersonic ﬂow past a cylinder
The supersonic ﬂow past a cylinder [17] is solved on a random-
ized curvilinear grid, which seems to be a severe condition from
the vortex problem as previously discussed. The grid system is
given as follows:Table 3
L2 errors and convergence rate for v component in the moving vortex on a wavy grid.
Wavy grid Grid size Error Order of accuracy
WENO 21 21 3:51 102 –
41 41 1:84 103 4.25
81 81 1:13 104 4.02
WENO-CENTFP 21 21 3:37 102 –
41 41 9:07 103 4.19
81 81 6:58 104 4.02
WENO-DISPFP 21 21 2:75 103 –
41 41 9:07 104 1.60
81 81 6:58 105 3.78
WENO-FP 21 21 2:71 103 –
41 41 9:06 104 1.65
81 81 6:58 105 3.78
WENOCU-FP 21 21 2:19 103 –
41 41 1:65 104 3.73
81 81 6:66 106 4.63
Table 4
L2 errors and convergence rate for v component in the moving vortex on a uniform grid.
Uniform grid Grid size Error Order of accuracy
WENO 21 21 1:76 103 –
41 41 2:39 104 2.88
81 81 1:05 106 4.51
WENO-CENTFP 21 21 1:76 103 –
41 41 2:39 104 2.88
81 81 1:05 106 4.51
WENO-DISPFP 21 21 1:76 103 –
41 41 2:39 104 2.88
81 81 1:05 106 4.51
WENO-FP 21 21 1:76 103 –
41 41 2:39 104 2.88
81 81 1:05 106 4.51
WENOCU-FP 21 21 2:96 104 –
41 41 1:62 105 4.36
81 81 1:46 106 5.53
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Fig. 6. Swirl velocity of the moving vortex solved on a randomized grid.
Table 5
L2 errors of v components in the moving vortex on a randomized grid.
Error
WENO 1:71 101
WENO-CENTFP 1:54 101
WENO-DISPFP 5:21 102
WENO-FP 1:87 103
WENOCU-FP 1:92 103
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y ¼ ðRy  ðRy  1Þg0Þ sinðhð2n0  1ÞÞ
n0 ¼ n 1
jmax  1
g0 ¼ g 1
kmax  1
n ¼ jþ Randomj
g ¼ kþ Rondomkﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Random2j þ Romdom2k
q
¼ 0:2 inner points
0 boundary points

j ¼ 1;2; . . . ; jmax;
k ¼ 1;2; . . . ; kmax;
ð31ÞWith the parameters as follows: jmax ¼ 81, kmax ¼ 61, h ¼ 5p=12,
Rx ¼ 3, and Ry ¼ 6. Thus, the grid number is 81 61. At the k ¼ 1
boundary, a slip wall condition is imposed. With this grid, a free-
stream of Mach 2.0 is imposed as the initial condition, and the
steady state of the ﬂow ﬁelds are discussed. The time step
Dt ¼ 0:005 is used and 5000 steps are computed, at which point
the solution converges. The grid is shown in Fig. 7(a).
Results are shown in Fig. 7. The results for WENO and
WENO-CENTFP have signiﬁcant errors, whereas those for the
other schemes do not. The results illustrate that the technique
presented in this paper eliminates the error and does not degrade
the shock-capturing ability of WENO and WENOCU. Moreover,
this problem does not seem to be as severe as the vortex preserv-
ing problem on the randomized grid: WENO-DISPFP can solve the
ﬂow ﬁeld without signiﬁcant error despite the error from the con-
sistent part, which is signiﬁcant in the test case of the vortex on
the randomized grid. Again, this shows that the error from the
dissipation part is more signiﬁcant than that from the consistent
part.3.4. Double Mach reﬂection
The double Mach reﬂection problem [35] is solved on a random-
ized grid. The initial condition is deﬁned as follows:
U x; y; 0ð Þ ¼ UL if x y tan
p
6 6 1=6
UR if x y tan p6 > 1=6
(
UL ¼ qL;uL;vL;pLð ÞT ¼ 8:0;7:145;4:125;116:5ð ÞT
UR ¼ qR;uR; vR;pRð ÞT ¼ 1:4;0;0;1ð ÞT
0 6 x 6 4; 0 6 y 6 1:
ð32Þ
The grid number is set to 241 61, and the CFL number is set to
0.6. The computation is conducted till t ¼ 0:2. The grid is random
for all inner points, but not for the boundary points. The random-
ness of the inner grid points is limited to 2% of the grid spacing
because some implementations suffer from the carbuncle phenom-
enon with more severe randomness. Although a mild randomness
quantity of 2% is adopted, the errors in the inappropriate imple-
mentations are signiﬁcant as shown later. The grid is shown in
Fig. 8(a).
The results shown in Fig. 8 illustrates a similar trend as that in
the previous steady supersonic ﬂow problem. They show that the
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Fig. 7. The pressure distributions of the supersonic ﬂow past a cylinder problem. Here 21 Contours are drawn from 1=c to 4=c.
250 T. Nonomura et al. / Computers & Fluids 107 (2015) 242–255technique presented in this paper eliminates the error and does
not degrade the shock-capturing ability of WENO and WENOCU
even for the unsteady problem. Also, WENO-DISPFP can solve
the ﬂow ﬁeld without signiﬁcant errors, whereas WENO-CENTFP
has signiﬁcant errors. This further illustrates that the error from
the dissipation part is more signiﬁcant than that from the consis-
tent part.
Finally, comparing the WENO-FP and WENOCU-FP schemes, the
resolution of a shear layer from the triple point by WENOCU-FP is
much higher than that by WENO-FP. The results show that the
higher resolution of WENOCU is maintained even using the tech-
nique proposed in this paper.3.5. Practical application: ﬂow around a delta wing
Finally, the proposed technique is applied to the practical appli-
cation of ﬂow around a delta wing. Navier–Stokes equations non-
dimensionalized by the root chord length, the density, and the
speed of sound for the freestream condition, are solved. The free-
stream Mach number, the Reynolds number based on the root
chord length, and angle of attack are set to be 0:3;106, and
20:5[], respectively. The delta wing has a 76[] sweep angle and
a sharp leading edge. These computational conditions are similar
to those of an experimental study [15].The second-order central difference scheme is employed, while
the Baldwin–Lomax turbulence model [5] with Degani and Schiff
modiﬁcation [8] is adopted together for the viscous terms in
Navier–Stokes equations. The lower–upper alternative direction
implicit factorization scheme [12] is employed for the time inte-
gration. The number of computational grid shown in Fig. 9 are
set to be 55 65 35, and time step Dt is set to be 0.01. Approx-
imately 4000 steps are computed, which is sufﬁcient for converg-
ing the ﬂow ﬁelds with a three-order reduction in the residual
for the converged case. We examine whether the computation is
robust or not on the practical highly-skewed grid.
In this test case, only WENO, WENO-FP, and WENOCU-FP are
tested because the discussion on the two different sources of
error appear to be sufﬁcient with the previous examples. As
expected, computation with WENO scheme blows up at the
1712 step, while computation with WENO-FP scheme successfully
ﬁnishes. This seems to be because the errors in WENO making the
computation unstable is properly eliminated by WENO-FP. On the
other hand, unfortunately, the computation with WENOCU-FP
also blows up at the 611 step even the errors seem to be elimi-
nated as in the previous problems. (This is conﬁrmed by the com-
putation with the freestream boundary condition on all the
boundaries of the delta wing grid.) This implies that the grid used
in this problem is further skewed around the leading edge than
previous problems, and WENOCU-FP blows up due to a highly
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Fig. 8. Density contours of the double Mach reﬂection problem. Here 40 contours are drawn from 1.88783 to 20.9144.
Fig. 9. Grid system for the computation of ﬂow around the delta wing.
Fig. 10. Total pressure distributions of a delta wing. Here, the solutions converged or just
to be 0.86–0.99.
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but less robustness in our experience, though such a less
robustness of WENOCU was not reported in the original paper
[14]. We recommend that WENOCU-FP on a curvilinear grid sys-
tem should be used with a smoother grid, even if we use the
technique presented in this paper. The converged ﬂow ﬁelds or
ones before blow up are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 the blow up
time steps for the scheme tested are summarized in Table 6.
Fig 12 shows that the WENO-FP results agree well with the
experimental data.
4. Conclusions
A technique for a ﬁnite-difference WENO to preserve the
freestream on a curvilinear grid is introduced. The technique
divides the ﬁnite-difference WENO into two parts: (1) a consistent
central difference part and (2) a numerical dissipation part. For thebefore blow up are visualized. The contour range for normalized total pressure is set
Fig. 11. Total pressure distributions of 50% chord length position of a delta wing. Here, the solutions converged or just before blow up are visualized. The contour range for
normalized total pressure is set to be 0.86–0.99.
Table 6
Blow up time step for the computation of ﬂow around the delta wing.
Blow up time step
WENO 1712
WENO-FP No blow up
WENOCU-FP 611
-2
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 0
 0  0.2  0.4  0.6  0.8  1
C p
Spanwise location
WENO-FP
experiment
Fig. 12. Cp distribution 50% chord length position of the delta wing computed by
WENO-FP.
2 The coefﬁcients in the original paper [14] has mistake and correct coefﬁcients are
shown here.
252 T. Nonomura et al. / Computers & Fluids 107 (2015) 242–255consistent central difference part, the conservative metric tech-
nique is directly adopted. For the numerical dissipation part, it is
proposed that the metric term is frozen for constructing the
upwinding ﬂux. This treatment only affects the numerical dissipa-
tion part, and the order of accuracy is interestingly maintained.
With this technique, the freestream is perfectly preserved, and
the resolution of vortices is also much improved on wavy and ran-
dom grids. This technique also works well with high-resolution
versions of WENO, while maintaining their high resolution. In
addition, test cases with shock waves illustrate that this technique
does not degrade the shock-capturing capability of WENO
schemes. Finally, the present authors believe that this technique
can be straightforwardly extended to WENO scheme on the mov-
ing and deforming grid though it is left for a future work.
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In this appendix, the formulation of WENOCU is introduced, and
the split form of WENOCU is derived. First, the upwinding ﬂuxes
are constructed on the grid point as follows:
Ek:m ¼
1
2
lm
nx;kEk þ ny;kFk þ nz;kGk  kmQk
Jk
 
ðk ¼ j 2; j 1; j; jþ 1; jþ 2; jþ 3Þ: ð33Þ
Then the characteristic form of the WENO numerical ﬂuxeEWENOCUþjþ1=2:m is constructed as follows:
eEWENOCUþjþ1=2:m ¼ w1meEWENOþ1jþ1=2:m þw2meEWENOþ2jþ1=2:m þw3meEWENOþ3jþ1=2:m
þw4meEWENOþ4jþ1=2:m ; ð34Þ
where
eEWENOþ1jþ1=2:m ¼ 13 eEþj2:m  76 eEþj1:m þ 116 eEþj:m;
eEWENOþ2jþ1=2:m ¼ 16 eEþj1:m þ 56 eEþj:m þ 13 eEþjþ1:m;
eEWENOþ3jþ1=2:m ¼ 13 eEþj:m þ 56 eEþjþ1:m  16 eEþjþ2:m;
eEWENOþ4jþ1=2:m ¼ 116 eEþjþ1:m  76 eEþjþ2:m þ 13 eEþjþ3:m;
ð35Þ
and w1;w2;w3 and w4 are nonlinear weights. These nonlinear
weights are determined as follows:
wþkm ¼
aþkm
aþ1m þ aþ2m þ aþ3m þ aþ4m
ðk ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ; ð36Þ
where
aþkm ¼ dþk C þ
s6
bþkm þ 
 !
ðk ¼ 1;2;3;4Þ: ð37Þ
Here, the ideal weights and smooth indicators are as follows2:
dþ1 ¼ 1
20
; dþ2 ¼ 9
20
; dþ3 ¼ 9
20
; dþ4 ¼ 1
20
;
C ¼ 20
bþ1m ¼
1
4
eEþj2:m  4eEþj1:m þ 3eEþj:m 2 þ 1312 eEþj2:m  2eEþj1:m þ eEþj:m 2;
bþ2m ¼
1
4
eEþj1:m þ eEþjþ1:m 2 þ 1312 eEþj1:m  2eEþj:m þ eEþjþ1:m 2;
bþ3m ¼
1
4
3eEþj:m þ 4eEþjþ1:m  eEþjþ2:m 2 þ 1312 eEþj:m  2eEþjþ1:m þ eEþjþ2:m 2;
bþ4m ¼ bþ6m ¼
1
120;960
eEþj2:mð271;779eEþj2:m  2;380;800eEþj1:m þ 4;086;352eEþj:m  3;462;252eEþjþ1:m þ 1;458;762eEþjþ2:m  245;620eEþjþ3:mÞh
þ eEþj1:mð5;653;317eEþj1:m  20;427;884eEþj:m þ 17;905;032eEþjþ1:m
 7;727;988eEþjþ2:m þ 1;325;006eEþjþ3:mÞ
þ eEþj:mð19;510;972eEþj:m  35;817;664eEþjþ1:m þ 15;929;912eEþjþ2:m  2;792;660eEþjþ3:mÞ
þ eEþjþ1:mð17;195;652eEþjþ1:m  15;880;404eEþjþ2:m þ 2;863;984eEþjþ3:mÞ
þ eEþjþ2:mð3;824;847eEþjþ2:m  1;429;976eEþjþ3:mÞ
þeEþjþ3:mð139;633eEþjþ3:mÞi
s6 ¼ bþ6m 
1
6
bþ1m þ 4bþ2m þ bþ3m
 
:
ð38Þ
T. Nonomura et al. / Computers & Fluids 107 (2015) 242–255 253Here  ¼ 1040  fðnx=JÞ2jþ1=2 þ ðny=JÞ2jþ1=2 þ ðnz=JÞ2jþ1=2g is a very small
number added to prevent division by zero. Finally, the numerical ﬂux
is constructed similarly to Eq. (16) of the standard WENO scheme.
The modiﬁed WENOCU using the present technique is shown as
follows:eEWENOCUjþ1=2:m ¼ 160 eEj2  8eEj1 þ 37eEj þ 37eEjþ1  8eEjþ2 þ eEjþ3 |ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
consistent part

X
m
rm
60
fð20wþ;1m  1ÞeE 000þ;1j:m þ 10ðwþ3m þwþ4m Þ  5 eE000þ;2j:m þ ð1 20wþ;4m ÞeE 000þ;3j:m g|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
dissipation part by positive upwinding flux
þ
X
m
rm
60
fð20w;1m  1ÞeE 000;1j:m þ 10ðw;3m þw;4m Þ  5 eE 000;2j:m þ ð1 20w;4m ÞeE 000;3j:m g|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
dissipation part by negative upwinding flux
:
ð39ÞWith this form, the conservative metric technique for the con-
sistent part and the frozen metric technique for the dissipation
part can be used. The resulting scheme can preserve the freestream
as indicated in this paper.-10
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Fig. 13. Vorticity magnitude distributions of WENO-FP and WCNS of the two-
dimensional moving vortex problem on the coarsest wavy grid. Here 21 contours
from 0.0 to 0.005 are shown.Appendix B. Comparison of resolution and efﬁciency of WENO-
FP and WCNS
In this appendix, the resolution and efﬁciency of WENO-FP and
WCNS [25] are brieﬂy compared. Here, ﬁfth-order explicit WCNS
[11,22] with Roe’s FDS [28] is employed as the representative of
similar schemes, WCNS, HWCNS, AWENO, PFWENO and robust
WCNS [23]. The more detailed comparison of WENO-FP and the
WCNS type scheme are left for the future research, because we
should address the many difference in the schemes, e.g. spectral
property, ﬂux function and ﬂux splitting, or smooth indicator, for
fair comparison which is out of scope of the present paper. The
comparison here is limited, but we try fair comparisons as possiblein the current state. The freestream preservation are satisﬁed for
both implementations and results are omitted. The vortex moving
problems used in the present paper are employed for comparison.
First, the results for uniform grids are discussed. The contours of
the vorticities and plot of swirl velocities for WENO-FP and WCNSare shown in Figs. 13 and 14. As discussed in the previous study
[25] the resolution of WCNS is slightly higher than that of
WENO-FP. Then, the results for wavy grids shown in Figs. 15 and
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Fig. 14. Swirl velocity of the moving vortex solved by WENO-FP and WCNS the
coarsest uniform grid.
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Fig. 15. Vorticity magnitude distributions of WENO-FP and WCNS of the two-
dimensional moving vortex problem on the coarsest wavy grid. Here 21 contours
from 0.0 to 0.005 are shown.
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Fig. 16. Swirl velocity of the moving vortex solved by WENO-FP and WCNS on the
coarsest wavy grid.
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Fig. 17. Vorticity magnitude distributions of WENO-FP and WCNS of the two-
dimensional moving vortex problem on the randomized grid. Here 21 contours
from 0.0 to 0.005 are shown.
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Fig. 18. Swirl velocity of the moving vortex solved by WENO-FP and WCNS on a
randomized grid.
Table 7
Computational cost (time) for the computation of freestream on the wavy grid.
Computational time (s)
WENO 27.3
WENO-FP 27.7
WCNS 19.1
254 T. Nonomura et al. / Computers & Fluids 107 (2015) 242–25516 show that the trends on wavy grids are similar to those for
uniform grid: the resolution of WCNS is slightly higher than that
of WENO. This indicates that the WENO-FP works as well as WCNS.
On the other hand, the results for a random grid shown in Figs. 17
and 18 show that the error is slightly more suppressed in the
results of WCNS than WENO-FP, and the swirl velocity is slightly
better captured by WCNS than WENO-FP. These limited results
imply that WCNS is better for a highly skewed grid while WENO-
FP and WCNS give us almost similar results for a relatively smooth
grid.
Then, the computational costs are summarized in the Table 7.
The computational cost (time) is measured for the freestreampreservation problem adopted in this paper. The obtained compu-
tational costs should be just the reference value because the
computational code used here is not fully tuned. The freestream
preservation technique for WCNS is just in the evaluation of the
metrics, and additional cost is negligible. Thus, the costs for WCNS
does not change with/without the freestream preservation tech-
nique. On the other hand, the present technique for the WENO
scheme requires additional procedures compared with the original
WENO scheme, and thus computation costs for both schemes are
shown. Here, we use Xeon 2.8 GHz 8 core processors with auto par-
allelization. Table 7 shows that the computational costs for WCNS
is less than WENO. Here, WCNS also requires the characteristic
interpolation of ﬂow variables [23,26] similar to the characteristic
interpolation of ﬂux in WENO scheme, which is most expensive in
the scheme. The lower computational of WCNS might be because
of the more efﬁcient form of smooth indicators in WCNS [23].
The WENO-FP requires additional small costs by introducing the
split form, comparing WENO. From the viewpoint of the computa-
tional cost, WCNS seems to be better in the limited comparison in
this appendix.
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